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PR KADECO: SHUTTERS 
 
 
A SPECIAL ATMOSPHERE FOR YOUR OWN DREAM HOME                                                    

The high-quality, elegant appearance of the shutters creates special moods in different 

interiors.  They underline interior styles with a southern vacation charm, Scandinavian flair 

or Mediterranean exoticism and bring unique lighting moods, creating a special 

atmosphere in your personal living space. 

Light and shade work in perfect harmony with shutters from KADECO® that design living 

worlds in a very unique way. The use of shutters in high-quality interiors creates an 

ambience of well-being and an oasis for relief and relaxation thanks to the unique 

incidence of light.   

The excellent surface finish done with finely matched stain shades and varnishing, creates 

soft colour accents in the harmonious design of interiors.  

The new sample bag for shutters in real wood quality, offers more than 50 wood samples 

to meet the highest expectations. The warm wood tones created by different staining 

processes ensure a more natural look in your own four walls. The high-quality woods 

retain their grain and look particularly authentic in a Mediterranean atmosphere.   

Furthermore, the limed woods, that also retain their natural grain, have a discreet and 

modern effect. In addition to the limed woods, the opaque varnished woods in a colour 

scheme ranging from white to pastel to fine anthracite shades, also emphasize straight 

lines and the aesthetic concept of Wabi-Sabi.  

 

 

 



 

 

MODEL TYPES AND SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS (EXAMPLES)                                                    

Hinged shutters                                                                                                                            

Bifold/hinged shutters                                                                                                                         

Sliding shutters                                                                                                                              

Bifold/sliding shutters                                                                                                                                

Full circle                                                                                                                                                

Triangle                                                                                                                                                

Trapezoid                                                                                                                                               

Quarter circle                                                                                                                                    

Semicircle 

Due to the made-to-measure production for individual customer requirements, there is a 

wide range of possible applications. In addition to decorating windows as privacy and sun 

protection, the elegant shutters can also be used as room dividers or slat doors for 

cabinets. Handmade special shapes allow solutions for specific challenges such as roof 

slopes, circles, triangles or arches.  

 


